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ROTARY COMPRESSOR RATING ME'rHODS UPDATED 
Lyman F. Scheel, FellmiJ' ASME; Consultant, Gas Machinery San Gabriel, California - 91775 
The purpose of this paper is to negate the implications that ROTARY compressors 
relate to dynamic behavior and Balje' performance charts, as proposed in the 1972 Purdue Proceedings, Ref 1. The rotor tip speed is in no way related to the dynamic head of rotary compressor The head is dependent upon a displacement closure and the SLIPPAGE. The displacement is a function of the rotor geqmetry, the slippa~e, the rotor clearances and the 
other features which are evaluated by the equation·;iven herein. The two fallacious 
statements are found midway in the RH 
colwnn of pa:;e 116 and midway in the LH 
column of page 117. Ref 1. 
The principal difficulty of the helical 
and axial screw machines has been its 
capacity deficiency, by about 15%. This deficiency is believed to be the result 
of internal by-passing. This recycling 
creates a greater power burden and reduces the net capacity. The volumetric effici-
ency developed from Equation E3 for small (2 to 7%) clearances does not satisfy the 
catalogs volumetric efficiencies. See Fig 10, Ref l. It contributes in part, but it is more related to the sonic velocity SLIPP,~GE. ';;hen the expansive function is 
coupled with the SLIPPAGE, a rational 
capacity is produced. Equation "8" item-izes the factors which affect the internal by-passin; between the pressurized rotor 
zone and the casins• 
S ~ 35 A (k T/m)0.5 R~ 
The constant "35" relates the equation 
variables to the by-pass volume in terms 
of cubic feet per minute ( cfm). "A" repre-sents the aperture area in square inches, throu~h which the compressed gas returns to the suction chamber. The equations for 
sizing this area for each type of rotary 
compressor are described below. The 
radicals ( k 1/m) 0 ' 5 and Rs-evaluate the intensity of the sonic velocity and the 
static pressure which affect the velocity of SLIPPAGE. 
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The escape area is dependent upon a common definition in order to obtain consistent 
and accurate results. 
The escape area for a sliding-vane 
eccentric-rotor compressor is described by Equation 11Al 11 • Herein 11 GC 11 represents the circumferential gap between the slid-ing vane and the .casing liner. This value 
and the fixed axial clearance 11GA 11 is 
usually set at 0.005 inch. The 11 GA 11 clear-
ance also includes the thermal expansion factor of 0.020 and which may be as small 
as 0.012 inch, depending upon the rotor length and operating temperature. The 
small letters (d and d') represent the 
male and female rotor diameter in inches. The figure, #c, represents the number of peripheral cells. The number usually is 
even and satis:fies a 4 inch peripheral 
arc equation: 
#c ='T(d/4 (+/-) 
The by-pass aperture for an eccentric 
rotor machine with sliding-vanes is: 
Al ~ GC'~ L + GA':' d "Tr / #c, square inches 
A2 represents the aperture area for the twin screw, helical and axial models. The area includes 75% of the combined periphery at a nominal radial GC clearance gap of 0.005 inch. The axial clearances 
are the same 0.005 and 0.020 inch. 
A2 ~ 3.142 (0.75) (d + d') GA = ~ 0.06 (d + d 1 ), square inches. 
The by-passing aperture for a twin 
straight lobe,rotary compressor is: 
A3 = 3 GA* L + 0.2 d, square inches. 
·where GA is the axial clearance. Usually 0.005 is adequate on the fixed or driving 
end and 0.020 inch is sufficient for the 
out-board end which provides for the thermal expansion of the rotor. The const~ 
ant "0.2 11 includes a radial clearance of o.ozo inch plus other factors. 
SLIPPAGE, Sonic vs Thermal Check 
The percent of SLIPPAGE can be checked by 
the amount of super-heating experienced 
over the normal adiabatic temperature rise. 
The equation for a thermal balance follows: 
T6 "' ( 1 - Y) Tl + Y* T6 Rcy- and 
Y "' (T6 - T2)Af'6 - Tl) Ro-
1,'here T2 is the normal adiabatic discharge 
temperature. T6 is the actual discharge 
temperature which reflects the amount of 
suction l'rarm-up expe~i~nced from. the 
SLIPPAGE by-pass, R 1s the Rat1o of 
Compression, raised to the exponent rr(J 11 , 
which is (k - 1)/k and "Y'T is the decimal 
percentage of SLIPPAGE. Where the history 
of such dischar~e temperatures are sparse, 
the proximate discharge temperature may be 
established by applying an exponent multi-
plier of 1.50. For example, where the air 
exponent is (1.4 - 1.0)/1.4 ~ 0.2S6, the 
corrected value would be 0.286 times 
1.50 "' 0.430. This is the estimated 
thermal exponent. This procedure should 
hold for all so-called DRY operations of 
the helical-screw desi~n, where T6 ~ 1060 R, 
k < 1. 5 & > 1.15 and R £- 4 for diatomic and 
triatomic <Sases. 
1.'hen the Lube Oil rate is in th·e proximity 
of 3 ~allons (+/- 33%) per 100 cubic foot 
of displacement, the machine is said to be 
operating in an OIL FLOODED condition. 
This operation differs from the DRY con-
dition in that the emanating noise level is 
diminished, substantial heat is removed and 
the dischar~e temperature is reduced. The 
normal DRY clearances are sealed, the 
capacity is improved and the required power 
is reduced. These improvements make it 
possible to approach a single-stage Ratio 
of Compression of ten (R "'10). The dis-
advanta~e of FLOODING is the nuisance of separatin~ the oil from the compressed ~as. 
TFif:":temperature rise of th~ FLOOD mi~tu~e 
can be proximated by apply1n; a mult1pl1er 
of 0.4 to the adiabatic exponent. For 
example: where(ris 0.2S6, use (0,2$6 times 
0,4) "' 0.115 = Q"'', Presume R = 2.37, 
R~'= 1.105 and T6 "'Tl* R~ ~ 545 (1.105) ~ 
603 R or 143 F. The probable dischar~e 
temper~ture for a DRY cycle operation is, 
T6':' R3CT'f2.= 545 (1.460) = 798 R or 3S8 F. 
PENN STATE DRY ROTOR TEST DATA 
The DRY test flow-rate of 374 cfm compares 
favorably l'rith the calculated flow-rate of 
367 or 2% low. The Test discharge tempera-
ture of 338 F checks the calculated value 
of 33S F. The metered horsepower ra~in~ 
indicates a motor efficiency of 90.5~. 
This is a plausible value, See Table l, 
Column B. 
It is presumed that ~~he clearance :;as 
expansion realizes its share of power 
recovery for the JRY cycle. It is turther 
presumed and confirmed by test analysis 
that there is no trar·ped clearance :;as to 
expand and subsequently n0 power recovery 
for the OIL FLu00 cases. 
'l'he expansion volumetric efficiency for the 
7% rotor/casin:; clearance, is 94'fo. l'he . 
SLIPPAGE volumetric effic:i.Jimoy·ris 62. 5,o. 
The comnosite volumetric efficiency is 
58.7% at 2.37 :t. The SLHbt·}E volume which 
escapes the confined dischar~e area, ~oes 
into the suction chamber vrhere it is recyc-
·led and warms the suction temperature of the 
fresh charge. Ad.:litional po>·rer is required 
for both of these recyclin3 operations. 
Equation T6 is not applicable to OIL YLOOJ 
operations, 
The entrance and exit losses vvere each 
assumed to consume 4 veloci~y-heads of 
resistance as related to the pitch line 
speed, making the dyna~id efficiency (ED) 
equal to 93.3 and 96.3~& respectively. 
OIL FLUOD TESTS 
Another identification of OIL ?LOOO conditi-
ons is when the oil rate is in t:1e proximity 
of 5 parts per tho,tsu.nd of compressor 
displacement. The Oil Flood tests are sho\VU 
on Table I Column Ml N and 0 for dischar~e press~res ~f 90, 100 and 110 psi;, respecb-
ively. 'rhe test, ;as flm•-rate was 540 cf:rt 
V'e.rstts. a calc flow of 510 cfm. A difference 
of 0.001 inch in measurin~ the ~adial clear-
ance. could account for this 5. 5;& discrel)-
ancv. The system :iesi;n should pro'ride for 
Bel oil circulation Within the para.'Tleter 
described herein and more specifically 
capable of absorbing ss;;~ of the total com-
pression enthalpy within a temperature 
differential of 60 de~rees F. 
The quantity of oil required for these 
test cases was 21.1 ~pm for a 650 cfm . 
displacement machine~ 'rhe remainin; 12;~ 
of the compression enersY can account for 
raisin; the :;as temperature about 80 de3rees 
F above the ~as inlet te0perature, The 
hypothetical SLIPPAGE for the case .of the 
Flooded Tests is 352 cfm. Only 40;)) of this 
likely SLIPPAGE or 140 cfm escaped from 
discharge pressure zone and entered t~e 
suction chamber, by reason of the reslstance 
of the quench oil circulation. The overall 
effect of the OIL FLOOD is to improve the 
machine capacity and reduce the power · 
requirement. 
'T'he three calculated povrer requiremeqts 
;hecked the metered pm·rer mthin 3 .))o. 
The averar;e motor efficiency is 95)'o w~~ch 
is a likely value for 125 hp motor. ~1g 1 
shows the Bhp required for the 90 to 110 
psi~ array of discharge pressure for the act~al tests, the Krulick Thesis calculat-
ions and the author's calculated results. 
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TABLE 1 
SUlJiN.ARY OF PENN STATE TEST DATA 
Test Column B M N 0 Discharge Pressure, 34.6 104.5 114.5 124.5 
Adiabatic Head, ft 27,600 77,600 82,200 86,800 Displacement, cfm 650 650 650 650 
Metered Cap, cfm Slippage, cfm . 
Slip in Oil Flood, cfm 
Exp. Vol. Eff. E4 
Total Vol. Eff. E3 
Jalc. Gap. 
Flow, lb/min. 
Mix Suction OF, T5 
Psuedo Disc. OF, T2 Realistic n °F, T6 
Slip/Capacity, %, Y Adiabatic hp, 
'}as horsepower, 
Motor Meter hp, 
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